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The Sorption of Ions by Polyamides 

R. McGREGOR and P. W. HARRIS, Allied Chemical 
Corp., Fibers Division, P.O. Box 31, Petershrg, Virginia 23803 

S ~ O P S i S  
An analysis is given of the principal thermodynamic factors that influence the dis- 

tribution of an ion between a macroscopically homogeneous polymer phase and a second 
homogeneous phase and a general method is proposed for the computation of the equi- 
librium ion sorptions in well-defined model systems. Particular attention is paid to the 
sorption of ions by polymers containing ionizable groups and the method is used to 
clarify some of the current problems in the theoretical explanation of the mechanism of 
sorption of acid dye anions by polyamide fiben. The method is applicable in principle 
to any dyeing system in which the fiber phase may be regarded a t  equilibrium as a 
macroscopically homogeneous, equipotential volume. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many different models have been proposed for the mechanism of sorption 
of acid dye anions by polyarnides.’-lO Although several of these models 
can give a comparatively good description of the shape of the sorption iso- 
therms in the “amine dyeing” region, they are generally oversimplified to 
facilitate calculation and their molecular basis is often uncertain.”J2 

The amine endgroups of the fiber play a key role in these models, but the 
explanations offered for the importance of these groups are varied. No 
satisfactory explanation has yet been offered for the experimentally ob- 
served dependence of the equilibrium dye sorptions on the amine endgroup 
contents of different polymers, a t  different pH values and for dye anions of 
differing ionic charge and “aiiinity.” 

There is considerable interest a t  the present time in the deliberate 
modification of the nature and concentration of the endgroups or side chain 
groups in a polymer in order to obtain special effects in dyeing. 

It therefore seemed useful, both theoretically and practically, to attempt 
to formulate the problem in a general way in order to compute the behavior 
to be expected of a given model system and to illustrate the importance of 
factors such as the “affinity” of the dye anion, the charge on the dye anion, 
and the pH at  which dyeing occurs. 

In  this paper we present a theoretical model which embodies a minimum 
of assumptions about the mechanism of sorption and which appears to be 
able to explain many of the features of the sorption of ionic dyes by sub- 
strates that contain ionizable groups. 
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THEORETICAL 

List of Symbols 

Aj concentration of basic groups of 
type j in the fiber 

Aj+ concentration of ionized basic 
groups of type j in the fiber 

Bk concentration of acidic groups of 
type k in the fiber 

Bk- concentration of ionized acidic 
groups of type k in the fiber 

C +  net concentration of positive 
charges on the fiber as a conse- 
quence of the ionization of fiber 
groups 

Cr concentration of ion i in fiber 
C( concentration of ion i in dyebath 

hydrogen ion concentration in 

C: hydrogen ion concentration in 

exp exponential function; exp (x) = 

F the Faraday 
F(X) function of X 
F’(X) derivative of F(h)  
rf an activity coefficient for ion i in 

~i. an activity coefficient for ion i in 

fiber (i = 1) 

dyebath (i = 1) 

ez 

fiber 

dyebath 

Ki partition coefficient for ion i 
KI partition coefficient for hydrogen 

X Donnan coefficient 
In natural logarithm 
pihf standard chemical potential of 

ion i in fiber 
pPs standard chemical potential of 

ion i in dyebath 
-Ap,O (,Ps - piof) “standard 

affinity” for the distribution of ion 
i between phases f and s 

- Go “apparent standard affinity” 
U =  (P‘ - P’) pressure difference 

between phases f and s 
~p = (p’ - pa) electrical potential 

difference between phases f and s 
R the gas constant 
T absolute temperature 

ion (i = 1) 

partial molar volume of ion i 
(assumed independent of pressure 
PI 

zi charge on ion i (including sign) 
K A ~  dissociation coefficient for basic 

~ O U P  Ai 
K B ~  dissociation coefficient for acidic 

goup Bk 

Basic Equations 
Distribution of an Ion Between Two Phases 

The distribution of an ion i between two uniformly accewible and homo- 
geneous phases f and s may be described by the following equationI3: 

A p t  + OiAP + ziFAp + RT In (ri /y, ) 
RT ’ a }  (1) 

Cr 
Ci“ 
- = exp {- 

Surface adsorption on any phase at the interface is ignored. It has been 
assumed that the chemical (AliO), mechanical (&AP),  and electrical 
(z iFAp) work terms may be separated and that activity coefficients, for 
example, may be defined for each single ionic species.lz 

Only a certain fraction of a fiber volume is accessible to any given ion, 
and so it is necessary to introduce structure factors xi into eq. (1) to take 
account of such effects. 
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In  view of the dependence of the structure of a polymer on its previous 
history and on the immediate conditions of experiment, it might be argued 
that the application of simple thermodynamic treatments to such systems 
is unsound. If we bear this reservation in mind and recognize that the 
structure factors xi  will in general be complex functions of the previous 
history of the polymer and of the prevailing experimental conditions, we 
may nevertheless use these factors in a formal sense and rewrite eq. (1) in 
the form 

}* (2) 
C /  
Ci” 

For simplicity in what follows, we define “apparent standard affinity” as 
follows : 

- A C ~  = - { A p t  + B ~ A P  + RT In (-y!/~:) + RT In x i }  (3)  

~~~0 + S ~ A P  + Z,FAV + RT 111 (T~/T:) + RT In xi 
RT - = exp {- 

- 

and a partition coefficient by 

(4) K .  * = - exp( - @ / R T ]  

If we now define a Donnan coefficient in the form 

it is possible to rewrite eq. (2) in the simple form 

The distribution of any ion between the two phases depends on the 
electrical potential difference between the two phases, through the factor 
Xzi, so that the sign and magnitude of the charge on the ion (zi) is one fun- 
damental parameter determining the sorption behavior. 

The partition coefficient K i  is the remaining fundamental __ parameter and 
is related to the “apparent standard affinity” -A& by eq. (4). It is clear 
from eq. (3) that neither -G,o nor Ki will in general be constants-they 
will vary with experimental conditions through the terms in the paren- 
theses in eq. (3). These terms make it possible in principle to define the 
effects of polymer structure, of interactions between the components of the 
system, and of aggregation or special adsorption phenomena on the sorption 
behavior; only the standard chemical potential difference - A p t  in eq. (3) 
is by definition a constant for a given temperature T .  

In  separating the electrical terms from the other terms, it becomes im- 
plicit that any differences in the distribution of the ionic groups in a dye 
molecule will be reflected as differences in the “affinity” factors -Go and 
Ki, since zi remains constant. 

We may use the two parameters zi and Ki as the determining factors for 
the sorption of any ion by any polymer, but we must also consider the role 
played by the ionizable groups in the fiber. 

So as to obtain the simplest possible model, we shall assume iriitially that 
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there are no specific binding forces between the ionizable groups of the 
polymer and any other ion except the hydrogen ion. The theory is readily 
modified to take such interactions into account, and we wish to see if such a 
modification is really necessary. 

Instead, we assume that the ionizable groupings are important only inso- 
far as they affect the charge on the fiber and must be included in the electri- 
cal neutrality conditions. Since some potentially ionizable groupings may 
be inaccessible or ineffective by virtue of their occlusion in the more ordered 
regions of the polymer, it may be necessary to introduce additional struc- 
ture factors to take account of this effect. This complication has been 
ignored in setting up this preliminary simple model of the sorption process. 

Electrical Neutrality iri Phases f and s 

The condition of electrical neutrality in the dyebath or solutioii phase s 
requires that 

&ci' = 0. (7) 
For electrical iieutrality in the fiber phase f we require that 

where C+, the net positive charge on the polymer matrix as a consequence of 
the ionization of fiber groupings, is a function of the hydrogen ion concen- 
tration C( in the fiber. 

Ioriizatiovi of Fiber C;roups 

Basic Groups. We postulate the dissociation equilibrium 

where a3 is the fractioii of basic groups of type j which is uiicharged or 
unionized, and 

A . +  3 = (1 - ffj)Aj (10) 

is the coiiceiitratioii of charged basic groups of typej. I t  follows that 

Acidic Groups. We assume the dissociation equilibrium 
K B~ 

fiber-BkH fiber-Bk- + H+ 
(1 - PdBk PkBb C! 

where Bk is the fraction of acid groups of type k which is ionized and 

Bk- = P k  Bk (13) 
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is the concentration of charged acidic groups of type k. It is possible to 
show that. 

Total Positive Charge on Polymer Matrix. We have 

(15) 

with Aj+ and Bk- given by eqs. (11) and (14), respectively. 
In  the preceding equations, the fiber is regarded as a macroscopically 

homogeneous equipotential volume. The dissociation coefficients KA and 
KB, need not necessarily be constants since they include the effects of the 
activity coefficients which may be defined for the hydrogen ions in the fiber 
and for the ionized groups themselves. 

The ionizable groups may be in an environment which is very different 
from a normal aqueous environment. Consequently KA, and KBk may 
have very different values from those characteristic of comparable ionizable 
groups in aqueous solution. 

Equilibrium Sorption Behavior 

The problem of determining the equilibrium sorption of any ion may be 
formulated as follows: I n  a given experimental situation, the partition 
coefficients Ki, the ionic charges zi, the solution concentrations C:, the 
dissociation Coefficients K A j  and KBk, and the ionizable group concentra- 
tions Aj and Bk will have definite values. 

The equilibrium sorption of any ion is determined by all of these factors, 
together with the electrical potential difference Acp (through the parameter 

The essential problem is to find the value of X for which eq. (S) is satisfied, 
XI. 

i.e., we must solve the equation 

If the only unknown in eq. (16) is A, the equation may be solved for X by 
standard methods such as the Newton-Raphson iterative process." If X 
is known, the equilibrium concentrations C /  may be calculated using eq. (6). 

I n  principle it is possible to take into account the concentration-depen- 
dence of all of the factors in eq. (16), and the approach is general enough to 
be applied to any system in which ionic species distribute themselves be- 
tween a macroscopically homogeneous polymer and some other homogene- 
ous phase. It is assumed here that surface adsorption is unimportant, and 
this may not be a valid assumption in some systems of very high specific 
surface area. 
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Application of the Method 

Computations have been made on an IBM 1800 computer using a Fortran 
IV program for a variety of model systems. For simplicity, the parameters 
Ki, KA,, and K,, have been treated initially as constants, though this is 
not a necessary restriction. The results of these computations will be dis- 
cussed in detail in later publications, but to illustrate the usefulness of the 
proposed approach, we piesent here some preliminary calculations for a 
model system for the sorption of an acid dye by polynmide fibers of differing 
endgroup con tents . 

It is assumed that the dyebath contains only the free acid of the dye, 
together with sodium hydroxide in differing amounts to obtain different pH 
values. The dye anion concentration in the dyebath is held constant at, 

The dye anion is monobasic (z = - 1) and the sorption of the dye anion 
is calculated for different values of the dye anion “affinity,” as represented 
by K values of 1, 10, 100, 1,000, and 10,000. It is assumed that all the 
inorganic ions have negligible “affinity” for the polymer ( K ,  = 1). 

Figure 1 shows the predicted dependence of the dye anion sorption on its 

g-ions/l. and the dyebath pH varies from 3 to 12. 

SOLUTION pH-- 

Fig. 1. Dye anion sorption as a function of dye anion affinit,y and pH. Numbers on 
curves are K values for the monobasic dye anion ( z  = - 1). System contains the free 
dye acid (HD) and sodium hydroxide t.0 adjust. t,o pH value. Dye anion concentration 
is held constant at, g-ions/l. The fiber contains 40 X equiv./kg of basic end- 
groups with K A  = 10-10 and 40 x 
Shaded region incliides high p R  values which have not. normally been used in  esperi- 
mental studies. 

equiv./kg of acidic endgroups with K e  = 
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BASIC EN0 GROUP CONTENT ( m e q / K g ) d  

Fig. 2. Dye anion sorptions for different basic endgroup contents, dye anion affinities, and 
pH values. K = 1; numbers adjacent to curves are pH values. 
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Fig. 3. Dye anion sorptions for different basic endgroup contents, dye anion sffnities, 

and pH values. Upper two curves are for K = 10,000; lower curves are for K = 100; 
numbers adjacent to curves are pH values. 

“affinity” (K), and on the solution pH, for a fiber which contains 40 X loqs 
equiv./kg of basic endgroups with dissociation coefficient K A  = 10-lo and 
40 X equiv./kg of acidic endgroups with dissociation coefficient K B  = 

The possible effect of amide groups has for the present been ignored. 
The variation of the dye anion sorption with pH has the anticipated form 

For dyes of higher “affinity” the dye anion 
There is no need 

for dyes of lower “affinity.” 
sorption can be greater than the basic endgroup content. 
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Fig. 4. 
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Dye anion sorption at pH 3 as a function of basic endgroup content and 
affinit,y. Numbers on curves are K values for the dye anion. 
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Fig. 5. Dye anion sorption at pH 9 as a function of basic endgroup content, and dye anion 
affinit,y. Numbers on ciirves are K values for the dye anion. 

to invoke a dual sorption mechanism to explain this effect-it arises quite 
naturally from the present analysis as an inevitable consequence of the 
much greater tendency of the dye anions to be sorbed by the polymer 
matrix. This appears to clarify the misconceptions on this point which 
abound in the literature on dyeing. 

The dye sorbed in excess of the amine endgroup content at pH 3.5, for 
example, is accompanied by sodium ions and hydrogen ions to preserve 
electrical neutrality. This effect will be examined in more detail in a later 
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discussion of the sorption isotherms in these systems. The present model 
is able to reproduce the principal features of the sorption isotherms reported 
in the literature. 

The unexpected increase in dye sorption at  very high pH values may be 
attributed to the high ionic concentrations in the solution, and has been 
experimentally verified by us for a dye of high stability to sodium hydroxide 
such as C.I. Direct Yellow 12. 

Similar calculations have been made for a range of polymers with differ- 
ent basic endgroup contents but with the same acidic group contents. The 
results in Figures 2 to 5 show the type of behavior to be expected at different 
pH values for dye anions of different “affinities” and offer a plausible ex- 
planation of the experimental behavior first noted by Palmer,1s but never 
subsequently clarified in theoretical terms. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Even in its most simple form, the theoretical model presented here can 
reproduce most of the features of acid dyeing of polyamides. The model is 
applicable to other types of dyeing systems and can in principle be made to 
take account of some of the more complex factors that may influence dyeing 
behavior. 

The initial simple model is closely related to existing treatments of the 
sorption of acids by polyamides.16 It differs from most analyses of poly- 
amide dyeing in that no specific interactions are assumed between the dye 
anion and the charged amino groups in the fiber. 

Additional computations, to be discussed in detail in later papers, suggest 
that the carboxyl endgroups of polyamides may have a far from negligible 
effect on the sorption of acid dye anions, especially at higher pH values. 
Some measurements by Zollinger” appear to confirm this conclusion. 

Numerical computations based on this model should help to increase our 
understanding of the sorption of ionic dyes by fibers containing ionizable 
groups. For the sorption of nonionic components it is necessary only to 
set the appropriate z l  = 0. 

The formal introduction of the structure factors xt is necessary to draw 
attention to the role played by the prehistory and fine structure of the 
polymer. If a polymer is macroscopically inhomogeneous in structure, it 
may not be possible to treat it as a single homogeneous phase.‘* 

The authors are indebted to the management, of Allied Chemical Corporat.ion, Fibers 
Division Technical Cent.er, for permission t,o publish and for the support, of this r e  
search project. 
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